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ABSTRACT
There are nearly twenty thousand board combinations and
several hundred thousand unique move combinations in the
game of tic-tac-toe. Evaluating each one is an arduous
and largely unnecessary process. Using lazy evaluation and
higher-order functions however, we can quickly and easily
construct and evaluate only the necessary parts of the game
tree. In particular, we generate a large game tree structure
through a series of recursive, higher-order functions, using
lazy evaluation to limit the scope of the search space, mak-
ing it more manageable. We use an alpha-beta heuristic to
evaluate and decide on the best move to make at any given
board state.
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1. INTRODUCTION
If I were to put before you a blank tic-tac-toe board and

ask you to make the first move, which move would you make?
Why? How do you know that you have made the optimal
move? If your answer was “It was the move that gave me
the most opportunities to win late”, then you are not far off
from how game trees operate.

However, it is unlikely that you evaluated every possible
move from the start. Given that the number of possible
board combinations are nearly twenty thousand and unique
move paths are in the hundreds of thousands, that would be
quite a feat. More likely, you only looked a few moves ahead
and planned to reevaluate when your next turn arose. This
is the sort of behavior that we are going to replicate with
our program.

For this project, we follow the model proposed by John
Hughes in his article ‘Why Functional Programming Mat-
ters’ [1]. The language that we will use is Haskell since it
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Figure 1: A small graphical representation of the
game tree that this program generates and manipu-
lates.

supports both lazy evaluation and higher-order functions. It
is a fully-curried language making composition of the vari-
ous functions much easier and is capable of pattern matching
which adds to the terseness of the functions.

2. BUILDING THE EVALUATOR
In John Hughes’s model[1], their are 4 distinguishable

steps to constructing and evaluating the game tree: defin-
ing the representation, generating the game tree, applying
and evaluating heuristics, and applying lazy evaluation to
the game tree generator. He defines these functions as pro-
totypes to illustrate how easy it is to compose higher-order
functions to form more powerful functions but does not ex-
plicitly define the function.

2.1 Board Representation and
Infinite Data Structures

To represent each board state we will use a nine character
string with each character representing one space on the
board read left to right and top to bottom (first character
is top left, last is bottom right). The capital letters X and O

represent their respective side while A represents an empty
space.

In Haskell, infinite data structures can be created by using
the keyword data, like so:



data Tree = Leaf [Char ] Int |
Node ( [Char ] , Int , [ Tree ] )
deriving (Show)

In this definition1, a tree is either a Leaf containing an Int

(used later for the heuristic) and a String (the board we
described above) or a Node containing a tuple of an Int,
String, and list of trees.

2.2 Generating the Game Tree
We begin by defining the root from which the game begins:

makeRoot b = Leaf b 0

The makeRoot function takes a board String as an argument
and returns a Leaf with the default heuristic value of 0.
From here we need to expand the root into a node that
contains all possible moves that a player may make from
the given board state:

makeMoveX r b
| b == [ ] = [ ]
| head b == ’A’ = ( Leaf

( r ++ ”X” ++ ( ta i l b ) ) 0 ) :
(makeMoveX( r ++ (head b ) : ””)
( ta i l b ) )

| otherwise = makeMoveX
( r ++ (head b ) : ””)
( ta i l b)

The makeMoveX function takes a board state and a remainder
value and returns a list of trees containing every possible X

move from the board state given. There is an analogous
makeMoveO that mirrors this in every respect except that
it returns every O move from the given board state. From
here we now apply these functions to the board states they
produce to generate the full game tree:

explodeRootX ( Leaf b n)
| nodeLost b = Leaf b n
| nodeWon b = Leaf b n
| nodeDone b = Leaf b n
| otherwise = Node(b , 0 ,

map explodeRootO
(makeMoveX [ ] b ) )

The explodeRootX 2 function takes a Leaf and transforms it
into a Node containing all of the trees corresponding to each
move that X can make. The explodeRootX and explode-

RootO functions alternate building X and O move trees until
there are either no more moves to be made or one side has
won. This method for producing the game tree is infinite in
that Haskell has no way of knowing that any tree will even-
tually reach a base case, and for that reason lazy evaluation
becomes necessary to operationalize this method.

2.3 Applying the Heuristic
Now that we have the game tree we need to annotate each

node of the tree with heuristic values to compare moves. In

1It is necessary that we define our own type for the game
tree as Haskell will not allow us to build an infinite structure
otherwise.
2The functions nodeWon (checks if X won), nodeLost (checks
if O won), and nodeDone (checks if their are no more moves)
are mundane functions that I have defined.

Hughes’s model he suggests that a 1 be assigned to a board
where X wins and -1 given to a board where O wins. This
however is inadequate for our model since we stop exploring
boards after one side has won. To mitigate this, our model
uses a heuristic that increases exponentially to reward wins
with less moves over the wins with more moves:

buildNumTree ( Leaf b n)
| nodeWon b = Leaf b
(10ˆ( countAs b ) )
| nodeLost b = Leaf b
((−1)∗(10ˆ( countAs b ) ) )
| otherwise = Leaf b 0

buildNumTree (Node (b , n , t ) ) = Node
(b , sum (map getNumValue
(map buildNumTree t ) ) ,
map buildNumTree t )

Each Leaf in the tree is given a value based on whether X

or O won. The value for an X win is calculated by:

x = 10countAs(b) (1)

where countAs is a function that counts the number of re-
maining empty spaces left on that board. the function for O
mirrors this one but the value returned is negative. We can
then calculate the value of the parent Node as the sum of its
children. Now that the heuristic is applied, we can use the
values to make decisions on which move to make. For X the
goal is to maximize the heuristic value:

maximize ( Leaf b n) = b
maximize (Node (b , n , t ) ) = getMax

”” (−9999999999) t
getMax b n t

| null t = b
| getNumValue (head t ) > n =
getMax ( getBoardValue (head t ) )
( getNumValue (head t ) ) ( ta i l t )
| otherwise = getMax b n ( ta i l t )

The getMax function, takes a String (placeholder for the
board), a value (the current max heuristic value) and a list

of trees and returns the board that is associated with the
highest value. A very small value is passed initially to ensure
that the first move evaluated becomes the baseline against
which to compare. There is an equivalent minimize and
getMin function that returns the best move for O.

2.4 Lazy Evaluation of the Tree
We now have a basis from which to determine the best

move from any board state and can thus concatenate them
together to create move lists and determine victors in actual
games. However, we still construct the entire tree every
time we evaluate a board. To mitigate that issue we use
lazy evaluation to reduce the size of the game tree we need
to evaluate as follows:

takeTree n ( Leaf b v ) = Leaf b v
takeTree n (Node (b , v , t ) )

| n == 0 = Leaf b v
| otherwise = Node (b , v ,
map ( takeTree (n − 1) ) t )



The takeTree function accepts takes an integer and a tree
and returns a tree with a height no greater then the num-
ber passed. Since Haskell, uses lazy evaluation, this func-
tion only generates as much of the tree is needed. In other
words, by wrapping the tree generator (explodeRootX or O)
with takeTree, only the tree returned by takeTree is actu-
ally constructed by the generator. Now we can finally put
together the evaluator that replicates the thought process
established at the beginning of this paper.

2.5 Putting It All Together
In Haskell, dot is the compose operator: each function

takes for input the output of the function to its right. The
reason for the first (rightmost) takeTree 5 is that there
must be at least five moves before any player can win.

getBestXMove = maximize . ( takeTree 1) .
buildNumTree . ( takeTree 5) .
explodeRootX . makeRoot

Now that we have functions (there is an analogous O func-
tion) that take a board and return the best move available,
we can have them recursively call each other to produce a
list of successive moves:

buildMoveListX b = [ ( getBestXMove b)]++
( buildMoveListO ( getBestXMove b ) )

Like the tree generator, explodeRootX creates an infinite list
of moves (repeating the final result infinitely once reached).
Again we use lazy evaluation to generate only the length of
list that we want:

simulateX = putStr . whoWon . last .
( take 9) . buildMoveListX

The take and last are functions built into Haskell and they
return the first n elements of a list and the last element
respectfully. The whoWon function determines the winner of
the game (if any) and returns a formatted string (mostly
added \n’s to make the output more readable) that is then
passed to the putStr function, which outputs it to IO. The
following is a sample session:

∗Main> simulateX ”AAAAAAAAA”
It ’ s a t i e .
OXX
XXO
OOX
∗Main> simulateO ”XAOAAAAAX”
X wins !
XAO
OOA
XXX

2.6 Pruning
There is an inefficiency in the way that the game tree

is generated in that multiple duplicate sub-trees are being
generated and evaluated. For instance there are two ways to
reach the board XOXAAAAAA based on which turn each X was
placed. Moreover with each move, the number of ways to
get their increases (by the fact that there are more boards
with each level you delve). Removing these duplicate trees
should cause the function to be more efficient and produce
better results:

Table 1: Pruning comparison.
With Pruning Without Pruning

Winning leaves 626 131184
Discovery Speed 500 seconds 11 seconds
Simulation Speed 40 seconds 1 second

pruneStart = cleanUp . ( prune [ ] )
prune ( Leaf b n) = Leaf b n
prune s e t (Node (b , n , t ) )

| null ( va l idTree s s e t t ) = Leaf b n
| otherwise = Node (b , n , pruneHelp
s e t ( va l idTree s s e t t ) )

pruneHelp s e t t
| null t = [ ]
| otherwise = ( prune s e t (head t ) ) :

( pruneHelp ( rmdups ( s e t++
( getSet (head t ) ) ) )
( ta i l t ) )

These functions compare each board state explored against
a set of boards that have already been explored and dis-
includes those that are matched. As shown in Table 1, the
search space is reduced significantly3. However, the time it
takes to run the prune function is significant. The reason
for these shortcomings are as follows:Since Haskell does not
support side effects, a running set cannot be maintained as
branches are pruned. Instead, a function (in this case get-

Set) must be used to build the set against which to compare.
Also, as the function progresses, the size of the set increases
so the number of comparisons increases with each passing
board and any savings in time by reducing the search space
is lost in the practice of reducing it. Finally, and ironi-
cally, the results are not improved by pruning. To show
this, I have added the pruneStart function in between the
buildnumTree and (takeTree 5) in the getBestXMove and
getBestOMove functions:

∗Main> simulateX ”AAAAAAAAA”
It ’ s a t i e .
OXX
XXO
OOX
∗Main> simulateXPrune ”AAAAAAAAA”
O wins !
XAO
XXO
OXO

The reason for this sudden reduction in performance by the X
player is that the heuristic is now biased such that X prefers
moves toward the left of the board (staring in the upper
left hand corner) and O favors moves toward the right side
of the board (starting with the bottom right hand corner).
The proverbial mindset seems to be to take whichever route
can lead to victory, ignoring ones that prevent defeat:

3The function countWins is used to get the number of win-
ning leaves; It takes a tree and returns the number of leafs
that result in an X win.



∗Main> take 8 ( buildMoveListXPrune
”AAAAAAAAA”)
[ ”XAAAAAAAA” , ”XAAAAAAAO” , ”XAAXAAAAO” ,
”XAAXAAOAO” , ”XAAXAAOXO” , ”XAOXAAOXO” ,
”XAOXXAOXO” , ”XAOXXOOXO” ]

Moreover, it takes approximately 40 seconds for Haskell to
return the result of the function simulateXPrune given an
empty board while the simulateX function returned in about
1 second (as seen in Table 1) and gave more justifiable re-
sults. Noted however is that this shortcoming is not fun-
damental to lazy evaluation and higher-order functions but
rather incidental due to the fact that the implementation
language, Haskell does not have side effect.

3. CONCLUSIONS
In approximately 100 lines of code, we constructed a pro-

gram that replicates the approach that we established at
the beginning of this paper. With higher-order functions,
we were able to easily modularize each section of the pro-
gram. Using lazy evaluation we were able to utilize the
power of infinite data structures. We also explored an opti-
mization technique that accomplished successfully reduced
the size of the search space but lost out in run time. Even
though the game that this model was applied to is fairly
small in scope, it could easily be configured to fit a much
larger (even infinite) sized environment. Each section would
need to conform to the new (infinite) data structure used to
represent the game tree but the logic of the program would
largely remain the same. This demonstrates the power of
lazy evaluation and higher-order functions.
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